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                                    Pandemic Changed Grocery Shopping for Rich and Poor

                                    
Changes in Americans' grocery shopping habits during the  pandemic made pre-existing gaps in access to food even worse, researchers report.
While many wealthier people switched to online ordering and did more stocking up, most low-income people still had to shop in-person at local small grocers and dollar stores and do so regularly because they couldn't afford to stock up on groceries.
That's the finding of a study that examined 2020 data on in-person traffic at nearly 400 grocery sellers in the Columbus, Ohio, area before lockdown (Jan. 6 -- March 15), during lockdown (March 16 -- April 19) and during initial reopening (April 20 -- May 31).
While mid- and high-end grocery stores and big-box food retailers in the city had significant drops in foot traffic during lockdown, dollar stores and smaller independent grocers -- particularly in low-income neighborhoods and those serving many people of color -- had only a small decrease in customer visits.
"Most low-income people still had to shop for groceries in person during the COVID lockdowns and may not have had the economic ability to stock up on food," said lead study author Armita Kar, a doctoral student in geography at Ohio State University. 
"They took fewer trips to mid- and high-end grocery stores outside their neighborhood and continued to go regularly to the stores that were nearest to them, which were the dollar stores and local grocers," Kar said in a university news release.

The problems faced by poor people during pandemic lockdowns aren't new, according to study co-author Huyen Le, an assistant professor of geography at Ohio State.
"COVID-19 exacerbated the existing problems of unequal access to food for low-income people," Le said.
"The rich and poor were mostly shopping at different food stores before COVID-19, and those differences became even more stark when the lockdown came," said study co-author Harvey Miller, director of Ohio State's Center for Urban and Regional Analysis.
The findings highlight the need to provide better food shopping options for low-income people who live in so-called food deserts, according to Le.
"Dollar stores mostly offer packaged and highly processed foods that aren't healthy," Le said. "Policymakers should examine ways to provide better shopping options for people in low-income areas, so they have better access to healthy foods."
The study will be published in the September issue of the journal Applied Geography.
More information
The U.S. Department of Agriculture offers tips for healthy eating on a budget.

SOURCE: Ohio State University, news release, July 19, 2021
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                                Health News is provided as a service to Mainstreet Drugs, Inc site users by HealthDay. Mainstreet Drugs, Inc nor its employees, agents, or contractors, review, control, or take responsibility for the content of these articles. Please seek medical advice directly from your pharmacist or physician.
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                                                        Our commitment to patient care and health is priority one here at Mainstreet Drugs, Inc.

We believe in the value of providing personalized service and quality products.
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